WHAT IS Social Production ?
Furthering cooperation with social enterprises and
developing sustainable products and services
Social Production (sopro) is a project idea of KOMUNITAS OG, which has been implemented
since March 2012 as an ETC project with project partners from Austria and Hungary. It is the aim
to expand cooperation of enterprises, public clients and social enterprises, and to find and develop
sustainable products and services of high quality, and to further their marketability, so that a
broader public becomes familiar with them.
Sopro intends to throw light on the performance of social enterprises – enterprises and projects
in the second and third labour markets – under the aspect of sustainability, because their work in
general is a type of regional economic activity with a social component.

tners:

Developing ideas and linking par

An essential finding resulting from previous experience is the need for a link between an idea of a
potential client and its implementation in a social enterprise, which KOMUNITAS OG and the project
partners of sopro HU-AT try to provide. Quite frequently, a creative co-development of product
ideas is required, and networking is necessary in order to find the right partner in social economy.
The project partners from Lower Austria, Vienna, Styria, Burgenland and West Hungary therefore
assume the role of procuration, according to needs, between customers and social enterprises and
between ideas and their implementation (product development).

Best-practice-examples >>
Waste container recycling - New products made of old containers
Around one million waste containers made of plastics are placed in Lower Austria only. The average life-span of plastic waste
containers amounts to 10 to 15 years. Containers, which can no longer be used, are currently often disposed with costs in
waste disposal, and thus in waste combustion or in industrial combustion processes.
Used waste containers are turned into recycled snow shovels and other recycled products out of waste containers
in a material-conserving process by means of a procedure patented in all of Europe. These are marketed, for instance, as
recycled snow shovels. Their production is solely performed in social enterprises. Up to now, more than 15,000 products
have been produced by recycling used waste containers. After cutting the snow shovels out of the plastic boards, there
remains a rest of around 20 to 30 % of the plastic surface. As this plastic is stable in form and heat-resistant, it is ideally
suited for further use. A range of different products has already been developed.

read more: www.mtr-online.at

Best-practice-examples >>
TRIGOS – the award for enterprises assuming responsibility
The TRIGOS is not only an award for sustainable behavior and social responsibility, it has also been
produced in this spirit.
Karl Lang of KOMUNITAS OG and two graduates of the “New Design University” presented a draft, inspired by the design
of the federal TRIGOS: a construction consisting of three surfaces, which represent the three columns of sustainability:
economy, ecology, and social affairs. The letter “N“ stands for Lower Austria and for sustainability.
Not only the design, however, also the choice of material resulted from the idea of sustainability. The core piece of this
trophy consists of waste material of the office furniture production of the BENE company at Waidhofen/Ybbs. The protected
workshop in St. Poelten has designed the writing of the TRIGOS inscription made of copper sheet, and milled the respective
recess into the material, which later on was covered with enamel at the Emmaus workshop, the association for the
integration of socially disadvantaged persons.
Such the new trophy of TRIGOS Lower Austria has come into existence, based on impressive cooperation between economy
and Social Production enterprises within the framework of the best-practice project of “Social Production”.
For further information about the TRIGOS, please refer to: www.trigos.at

The “treasure chest” with sustainable effect
Emmaus St. Poelten produce paint boxes for the Department of Rural Development.
Since 2007, Emmaus St. Poelten have produced the “soil colour painting box” for the Department of Rural Development of
the Province of Lower Austria, more precisely for the division of soil protection. The Manager of the soil campaign,
Dr. Erwin Szlezak, then devised this project together with KOMUNITAS OG, and addressed Emmaus St. Poelten for
production. “We intended to achieve a good result, and this implies implementation in a social enterprise”, states
Principal Erwin Szlezak.
The carpenter’s of Emmaus St. Poelten, where mainly long-term unemployed persons are working, have produced more
than 1.000 painting boxes upon recurring orders since 2007. “This product is a gain“, according to the opinion of the Works
Manager of the Viehofen workshops, Andreas Kvarda. “It is a product with character, and our male and female clients are
able to identify well with these painting boxes.” The male and female workers in the workshop are responsible for production,
assembly and pasting of the case, filling and labeling the glasses, as well as adding to the painting box information material
and DVD.

ETC-Project of SoPro HU-AT: Partners
We cooperate with many partners in Austria and Hungary:
Project partners SoPro HU-AT:

Strategic Partners SoPro HU-AT:

Social enterprises:

Frauenprojekt

...
read more: www.sozialproduziert.at

We want to expand „SoPro“ as a model-project in Europe. Let‘s move on together!
•
•
•
•

Toward simple and creative solutions in regional partnership.
Toward products & Services in high quality.
Toward appreciation as a social & economic principle.
Toward a more sustainable societiy!

Best-practice-examples >>
BENE AG - New trees “grow“ from waste boards, waste fabric turns into bags.
BENE products come up to the highest demands of quality and design! The task of the first discussion is to use
part of the waste from production. This is a challenge, because also waste must turn into high-quality, so that this
is interesting for the BENE company. Are social projects able to come up to this demand? The answer is YES, due
to the mobile CNC unit of KOMUNITAS OG, which was specially adapted to this use, waste of compact boards can
“grow” into new “design trees” …
In business consulting at the BENE company, three concrete concerns arise. At the production site at Waidhofen/Ybbs,
predominantly large quantities of waste boards accumulate. In the first place, this is material of rather high quality, secondly
BENE has to pay for the disposal of this rest. A second high-quality waste product is the rest of upholstery fabric. Largely,
the rest consists of rather small shreds, partly whole rolls of fabric are disposed of.
Products out of waste boards
The FUTURE TREE is the symbol of the idea management of BENE. It stands for growth and future potential of the BENE
group. Placed centrally at the head office at Waidhofen/Ybbs, and at each site of the BENE company. Miniatures thereof
shall in the future be produced out of waste boards of BENE by a social enterprise. The tests using CNC machines for the
production are finished. Preliminary talks with social enterprises are being held, and an offer for the BENE company is being
drafted.
Further processing of waste fabric
MODAETEX at Waidhofen/Thaya have expressed their interest in waste fabric. In this social enterprise, already other waste
fabric is processed further successfully into different products (bags, washcloth animals, oven cloth, pencil cases etc.). Some
rolls of fabric have been handed over to MODAETEX. There it is currently tested, for which product this cloth is suited best.

Best-practice-examples >>
SCCE – “Social Computer Circular Economy”
in the region of Waidhofen/Ybbs - Amstetten
The IMC company at Waidhofen/Ybbs and Director Thomas Knapp have developed a project together with KOMUNITAS
OG, by which the useful life of computers is increased by means of regional cycle management. The essential focus is on an
organized transfer of functional devices to social projects and low-income members of the population, respectively. Based
on the experiences of a successfully implemented pilot project, together with stakeholders from the region a sustainable
model is being elaborated.
How it works:
Especially in computers and peripheral devices used in economic enterprises, the (technical) useful life lies far beyond the
period of actual use in the enterprise. Many devices are eliminated for organizational, system-immanent reasons, although
they still function properly.
In the Social Computer Cycle, functional used computers and IT devices from economic enterprises are converted for further
use in social institutions (for instance, youth centers, homes for the elderly), and can such be used further in this region.
Precious raw materials and functioning technology is maintained, and damaged devices are disassembled and prepared
for well-targeted recycling.
This affords advantages to all parties concerned, because functional computers ...
... need not be scrapped;
… are revitalized in social projects;
… are delivered further to social institutions, low-income and environmentally aware persons;
… are used for a longer time – this saves precious resources for all of us!

SCKW

WHAT IS Social Production ?
Social Production means ...
• regional economic activity focusing on sustainability
• with a social component
• active process of consultation/mediation between ECONOMY,
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS and SOCIAL ENTERPRISES /
SOCIAL PROJECTS (“SoCoPro“ = Social Co-Production)
• Focusing on quality and value of products and services –
“process of mediation on eye level“

Value creation through appreciation

• VALUE CREATION THROUGH APPRECIATION

SUSTAINABILITY

SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISION
Concept of training

ecological		

economic

social

approx. 1,000 CONSULTATIONS
„SoCoPro“
(enterprises, public institutions, agriculture)

=
at least 100 case examples
+
SoPro MODEL PROJECTS:
• SoPro Center West-Transdanubia
• Module SoPro for CSR consultation
• Module SoPro for social enterprises
• SCKW (social computer circular economy)
• Social-integrative agriculture
• 3 product launches (HU)

EVENTS / PR

• Target direction: “ From the market to the product“

ETC-Project of SoPro HU-AT: Partners
LP BIENE - LEAD
Verwaltung, Finanzwesen, Management
(Bernhard Kuderer, MSc., Ing. Klemens Rybaczek)

Hungary
PP1 LEED Nonprofit Ltd.
(GF Szabolcs Hollósi, GF)

Lower Austria
PP2 KOMUNITAS OG
inhaltliche Projektverantwortung
(GF Franz Rybaczek)

PP3 Zalakar Nonprofit Ltd.
(Istvan Martincsevics)

Burgenland
PP4 Burgenländischer
Müllverband (BMV),
Oberpullendorf
(GF Johann Janisch,
Dr. Ernst Leitner)

Styria
PP5 Abfallwirtschaftsverband
Radkersburg
(GF Ing. Wolfgang Haiden)

Vienna
PP7 Bioforschung Austria
(Dr. Wilfried Hartl,
Dr. Bernhard Kromp)

PP6 Lebenshilfe Radkersburg PP8 "die umweltberatung" Wien
(Mag. (FH) DI Markus Piringer,
(Günther Haiden)
Mag. Katharina Foglar-Deinhardstein)

Strategic Partners:
AT
NÖ Agrarbezirksbehörde - Landentwicklung (Dr. Erwin Szlezak)
Amt der NÖ Landesregierung:
Abteilung Wirtschaft u. Tourismus (Mag.FH Doris Mayer)
Soziales (Mag. Jürgen Bauer)
ÖIN - Österr. Institut f. Nachhaltige Entwicklung an der BOKU (Dr. Dietmar Kanatschnig)
BDV, Wien - Bundesdachverband für Soziale Unternehmen
BMASK / Sozialministerium (Mag. Roland Hanak)
Lebensministerium, Bundesanstalt f. Bergbauernfragen (Dr. Georg Wiesinger)
Landwirtschaftskammer Ö (Dr. Anton Reinl)
GREENCARE (DI Nicole Prop)
Arbeiterkammer Wien (Dr. Gernot Mitter)
AMS NÖ (Mag. Mario Danler)
respACT (Mag. Lisa Weber)
RepaNet (GF Matthias Neitsch)
ATM Tirol (Ing. Alexander Würtenberger)
GVA Lilienfeld (Obmann Michael Singraber)

HU
Pannon Textile Cluster
Pannon Renewable Energy Cluster
REKORD network
ZALAISPA Zrt.

